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“The hardness of a diamond is part of
its usefulness, but its true value is in the
light that shines through it.”
– guruji B.K.S. Iyengar,
Light on Life
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Editor’s note
Dear Yoga friends
I hope you enjoy reading this edition of YogAfrica. This edition is filled with lots of
articles written by you. Thank you for the contributions and keep them coming for
future editions.
It has also been a sad and momentous time in the history of Iyengar Yoga in South
Africa as Padma passed away in June this year. She first heard about Guruji in 1967
and travelled to London to learn from him on his annual visit there. From then, Padma
trained with Guruji regularly and would then share what she had learnt back in South
Africa, Zimbabwe and Swaziland. There is a special addendum in this YogAfrica in
dedication to Padma. It is through wonderful memories and gratitude that many of
you have contributed your tributes, thank you for the opportunity to record them.
In April and May, we were fortunate to have Raya Uma Datta in Johannesburg and
Cape Town. As a relatively young teacher, he imparted the workshops with wisdom
and fun. Raya is also a great storyteller and we were lucky to hear some personal
accounts of his life learning from our Guru. He urged us to read Light On Yoga
more than we thought we could. There is a firm sense of wellbeing of Iyengar Yoga
spreading from Pune through to South Africa and we are grateful that Guruji’s and
Geetaji’s standards are being upheld.
The Mentoring system to develop teachers around the world is also high on the
agenda in this edition. Please read on to find out more about how it is progressing in
our country.
Please also read on to find out what workshops and events are being held in the
regions.
With love,
Namaste .._/\_..

Toni
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In remembrance
of beloved
Geetaji
Jenny Morris’ presentation at the opening of
Raya Uma Datta‘s workshop in Johannesburg

I am not regarded as a public speaker, but I am
honoured to talk about our beloved Geetaji
and how she touched all those throughout the
world with whom she came into contact.
Dr. Geeta S. Iyengar was one of the
Iyengar Triad; the father, the daughter and
the son. Geeta was the first child of Bellur
Krishnamachar Sundaraja and Ramamani
Iyengar. Born on the 7 December 1944, she
died on 16 December 2018.
In 1975, a group of South Africans travelled
to Pune and it was there that I first met the
young, long-limbed and very kind, Geeta
Iyengar. As there were many beginners in
the group, Guruji often requested Geeta and
Prashant assist us. I was struck by Geeta’s
ability to adjust and encourage us in very
difficult postures.
South Africans have had the good fortune
to attend courses over the years - the South
African Intensive which took place in Pune in
1994 and the Canadian Intensive in 1997. On
both occasions Geetaji would teach followed
by Guruji adding his in-depth knowledge. We
were witnessing Geeta as a teacher with vast,
deep knowledge and teaching experience.
When following Geeta’s instruction the vision
is opened, and questions are answered.
The first Convention on Yoga Therapy was
conducted by Geetaji in 2010 in Portland,
U.S.A. Geetaji demonstrated her compassion
and dedication to those who are suffering. Her

understanding of human nature allowed her to
often express the humorous side of her nature.
Geeta honoured us with her presence
in South Africa in 2003 & 2011, where
she inspired us with her teaching, giving
generously from her heart, the spirit of yoga.
General classes were offered in Pune
where all benefitted from this gifted teacher’s
guidance. I said to her one day “you are like
the conductor who is able to make each
instrument play at the right pitch and in time,
to produce a wonderful harmonious tune.” On
many occasions we felt that the class had been
specifically designed for our own benefit!!
Lastly, South Africans being invited to
participate in the Centenary Celebrations in
Pune in October 2018, (which was specially
planned for those who had not previously
visited the Institute), was the ultimate
highlight. To have this great teacher, virtually
in her dying days, teaching them on several
occasions was unbelievable.
Our Gauteng teachers remain dedicated to
listening, practising and receiving her guidance
on a regular basis at our Thursday teachers’
class. We appreciate the gems of wisdom
passed on to us.
A great human being, and an amazing Soul.
Beloved Geetaji, you will forever live in our
hearts and minds. We remain forever grateful.
Namaste. 
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Raya in
Johannesburg –
Zimbabwean
students'
reflections
By The Zimbabwean students:
Jenny Van Niekerk, Pippa Searle, Meera Patel
and Clare Cullen

When we reflect on the workshop with Raya,
the following comes to mind… “learning,
softening, feeling, aliveness and presence,
the welcoming Johannesburg Iyengar Yoga
community.”
Raya’s fresh approach in presenting and
teaching encouraged us to “get lost in [our]
practice” in order to meet new asanas and to
experience familiar asanas in a new way.
The time Raya spent in guiding us through
how ‘to read’ Light on Yoga was invaluable and
opened up a new understanding of the way
to approach the extraordinary resource that
Guruji gave us. We were once again humbled
by all there is to learn on the path of Yoga and
the remarkable work of our Guru.
It was very special to share the experience
of the course with Senior teachers and
practitioners who studied under the Guru’s
direct teaching. It was a privilege that Raya
shared his personal stories of his teachers,
Guruji and Geetaji, which so vividly show his
respect, love and deep commitment to the
Iyengar family and the path of Yoga.
The organisation of the workshop by the
committee was outstanding; Rose was our
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go-to for any help that we needed, including
arranging for us to borrow equipment from
Nella, which we were most grateful for. We
were nurtured by delicious lunches every day
thanks to Carla, Charlene, Soraya and their
team. The Johannesburg Yoga community
were so welcoming; some of us reconnecting
with familiar faces from the 2018 Centenary
Celebration in Pune and some of us making
the connection for the first time.
To attend the workshop, we all had to
jump through some logistical hoops as we
continue to face economic challenges (making
an international bank transfer is not a simple
process in Zimbabwe!) However, attending
the workshop reminded us of the importance
of immersing in the practice of Yoga and
connecting with our Southern African Yoga
community. We are continually grateful for the
support of the BKS Iyengar Yoga Institute of
Southern Africa.
We are so grateful to our Zimbabwean
teachers, Jenny Geddes and our teacher,
Gail Dixon, who through their dedication to
Iyengar Yoga have illuminated the teaching of
Iyengar Yoga in Zimbabwe. 

Raya Uma Datta
visit
By Judy Farah

What to say, but just how refreshingly different
this whole experience has been. This youthful,
next wave of teachers coming from the ‘source’
of Pune is fascinating, to say the least. Unlike
past workshops, where particular points or
themes have been followed, Raya took us
through many ‘webs’/‘hubs’ and loops in such
diverse directions until our heads were literally
spinning – i.e. Mandalasana, done over and
over again!
His absolute devotion to and faith in both
Guruji and Geetaji is unquestionable. He
relayed so many interesting stories about the
experiences of becoming and being a teacher
under their tutorage, it all sounded absolutely
terrifying on the one hand, yet awe-inspiring
on the other. What we have been taught
during our years of teacher training and taken
as rigid routes, he totally turned on their
heads. It all made for many hours of mindful
contemplation of my journey thus far, and
from here on forwards.
It is always very interesting to see how
things are never quite repeated, but yet are the
same. Most of the groundwork and grounded
poses of our practice was repeated – but
differently – in Gauteng and Cape Town.
However, when Raya got going, then things
just went on their own course. Where he had
us standing on our chins and wrapping feet
around our necks in Jozi, he had us flipping
over our heads and bending backwards in
Cape Town. All done with his glorious sense
of the lightness of ‘Lilla’, laughter and youthful
enthusiasm. It was all done with total love and

devotion to this subject of yoga. And he took
us along for the ride.
It is with great delight that I feel that Pune
is as strong, focused and our ‘home’ as it has
ever been and will continue to be. So hopefully
many more walking to and fro from and to the
Institute it shall be. 
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Front row: Tanya Glazer, Ina Gerber. Second row: Gillian Bacon, Riva Hirschowitz, Brigitta Tummon, Anne-Marie
Wallis, Jenny Morris, Carol Francis, Gudrun Von Wimmersperg. Third row: Lawrence Batchelor, Eileen Weinronk, Mo
Marshak, Paula Viljoen, Marianne Wiid, Jane Treffry-Goatley, Carla Rech, Judy Farah. Back row: Steve Wilder, Yvonne
de Bruin, Dee Howard. Absent: June Cooper, Pat Deacon.

Assessment
Guidelines
Course
By Yvonne de Bruin

At the Assessor’s AGM in 2017 it was
agreed that it was high time to do proper
and meaningful succession planning where
assessors around the country were concerned.
The time had come to start growing new,
younger teachers into these roles as the
institute is critically short of qualified teachers
to take on the responsibility of becoming
assessors and to ensure that the standards of
Iyengar Yoga are upheld. It was agreed that one
course would take place in Gauteng and one in
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Cape Town in two consecutive years.
Jenny Morris, a senior teacher, took on
the responsibility to run with this process.
The first thing she needed to do was create
a safe container where all those concerned
would be able to freely communicate, voice
their opinions, discuss and debate issues, and
have the freedom to make mistakes without
the fear of reprobation. What, with the new
Mentoring System coming into play as opposed
to the old Module System, there was much
consternation as to how we would approach
this, let alone bring in new people to assess
students. Mentoring and assessing students are
inexorably linked.
Jenny set out by finding out who of the
appropriately qualified teachers around the
country would be up for the training. Once
this was established, she set up the first
weekend, which took place in June 2018 in

Johannesburg at Carla Rech’s studio. This was
very much a community-building exercise
where we all got to know each other. We
watched a very informative video of Geeta. We
broke away into separate discussion groups
and got back together to find common ground.
We discussed the pros and cons of the two
methods of training new students.
To conclude the day, Jenny bought three
Gingko Trees, which we planted in Carla’s
garden near her yoga studio. We took
turns digging the holes to plant the trees
in a ceremony representing teamwork. The
symbolic meaning of the Gingko Tree is that of
resilience, strength, hope and peace. So, all in
all, we achieved our objective to build a strong
community spirit.
The second training session took place in
June 2019 in Cape Town at Gillian Bacon’s
studio. This was more formal than the previous
course. Each assessor trainee had a turn to
teach, do and assess. The current assessors
over-viewed the whole process to see how
we went about the task of assessing. We were
then put into groups to discuss the assessment
procedures and each group gave feedback.

There was also time for a question and answer
session. A lot of emphasis was put on how
to make the student feel comfortable in an
exam situation and that feedback was to be
encouraging and empathetic regardless of the
outcome. We went through the updated mark
sheets and report cards and became familiar
with how the assessing process works.
Five people out of the twelve were
nominated to go forward this year and sit in on
the National Assessments for training. This is
the first round and the process will continue in
each region annually thereafter.
Then there was further discussion around
the guidelines on the Mentoring System, which
will be in place from 2020 by the request of the
Iyengar Institute in Pune. The mentoring and
assessing of students go hand in hand – if we
are to mentor students we need to understand
the assessing process and vica versa.
The mentoring process is still in its infantile
stage but will evolve as time goes by.
By the time we ended there was a general
consensus that we had achieved our objectives
and were ready to move forward and make
progress. 

We need you…
In the next few months we will have prelims
and assessments where we will need students
to volunteer. This is such an important part in a
prospective teachers journey, please take up the
opportunity to be part of that by volunteering!
And to all of you that will be assessed, good luck,
honour your teachers and see yourself as another
messenger on this beautiful, rich path called yoga.
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Fifth International Day of Yoga,
21 June 2019
Geetaji provided us the “sequences” of asanas
and pranayama to be practiced for the first
three yoga days and the worldwide Iyengar
Yoga family joined in these practices. Geetaji’s
entire life was devoted to Guruji, his teaching
and to retain the purity of the subject of
yoga. She did not deviate from his teachings
and this yoga day is a reminder to us to not
deviate from the path shown to us by Guruji.
As Iyengar Yoga practitioners we belong to
varied nationalities, all ages, both genders and
variable health but there is no variation in our

Sequence
• Tadasana
• Urdhva Namaskarasana
• Namskarasana
• Uttanasana – concave back
• Adho Mukha Svanasana
• Paschim Namaskarasana
• Parsvottanasana with Paschim
Namaskarasana
• Virabhadrasana I
• Virabhadrasana III
• Parsvotanasana
• Prasaritta Padottanasana
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love for our dear Geeatji whose presence we
intensely miss.
The 5th International Day of Yoga was to be
a tribute to our dear Geetaji. As she would say,
“Don’t do mechanically.” Let us practice with
an open heart with Guruji and Geetaji in our
chest just as Lord Hanuman had “Lord Rama
and Sita” in his.
We have to get sthirata and sukhata in the
asanas so, if needed and depending upon our
health status – we may of course use props. 

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dandasana
Upavistha Konasana
Baddha Konasana
Virasana
Supta Virasana
Sirsasana
Viparita Dandasana
Setu Bandha Sarvangasana
Sarvangasana
Viparita Karani
Savasana – Ujjayi Pranayama I
Savasana – Viloma Pranayama I

International
Day of Yoga
By Eileen Weinronk

IYD at Samaj Centre in Rylands was once
again a coming together, a true Yog of Yogis!
A number of schools of Yoga practices with
different approaches were all invited to
contribute to the event, and once again B.K.S
Iyengar WC was part of these celebrations.
Our group, myself, Magda Stander, Linda
Kellet, Gerda Genis, Karen de Villiers decided
to work on a sequence that will not be too
difficult to attempt for beginner yogis, as of
course, this was a brilliant opportunity to

introduce Iyengar Yoga to about 100 Cape
Town Yogis! After designing, re-designing
and re-aligning our sequence numerous
times, we had such a good response to our
demonstration. The entire demonstration
was done on, under, next to, through and
behind our yoga chairs! The response after was
amazement! So many questions and enquiries
from all ages and groups – if we had had 100
chairs there they would be sold. Now to turn
those enquiries into practitioners!!!
My heartfelt gratitude to this group of
women that helped! Somehow in between
all the demands on our time and lives, each
person gave willingly with a sense of joy and
gratitude to our teachers before us and the
intention to do it well – I believe we achieved
just that! 
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Guru Purnima
Celebrations
By Pauline Leppan

On the 20th of July, yogis of the Western
Cape gathered at Camphill Farm Community,
in the beautiful Hemel-en-Aarde Valley of
Hermanus, to mark the occasion of Guru
Purnima. With its Rudolph Steiner inspired
architecture, the Mercury Hall made the
perfect setting for a bhakti inspired practice. A
beautiful altar adorned with flowers, candles,
incense, and pictures of our beloved Guruji,
and Geetaji, took pride of place in the room.
Following the organic lines of the building, we
arranged ourselves in concentric circles, facing
the centre of the hall. There was a wonderful
feeling of satsang as we all joined in the
practice of yoga together.
In welcoming everyone, Marianne Wiid
paid homage to the Iyengar family and
reminded us of the reason for Guru Purnima:
to pay respect to all Gurus – those that bring
the darkness into the light. She also mentioned
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that the week leading up to the celebration
had featured Mandela Day and the passing
of Johnny Clegg – two bright lights of our
country. Dean Leppan led the invocations to
Patanjali and the Guru. We then proceeded to
practice twelve rounds of Surya Namaskara,
chanting in Sanskrit the names of the Sun
God between each round. Marianne Wiid
led us through standing poses and Sirsasana,
and Pauline Leppan ended the asana practice
with seated and supine poses, taking us into a
blissful savasana.
A lovely tea, complete with Marianne’s
heavenly date balls, gave yogis a chance to meet
each other while soaking up some winter sun
and enjoying the countryside. Each of the three
Hermanus Iyengar teachers led a portion of
the Pranayama practice, before ending with
the closing chants. Everyone was treated to a
simple and delicious feast of warm winter soups
and bread, lovingly made by Marianne and
Charmaine Beukes, who was so instrumental
in the organization of this successful event.
After having spent a day together with our
wonderful yoga family, we all left the Hemelen-Aarde Valley with full bellies, full hearts,
and a wonderful sense of uBuntu. 

A Winter's Yoga Tale
By Marianne Wiid

With winter comes a time of contemplation
and this past week I have been pondering on
the meaning of the word yoga. As Patanjali
guides us, it is a practice of stilling the mind,
and yes, the word also means union, yoking
together. Our beautiful Guru Purnima event
was a true example of this.
Recently I came across the following
explanation of yoga – “to reach a point we have
not reached before.” If there is something that
is impossible for us today and we find a means

by which it becomes possible, that movement
is yoga (T.K.V. Desikachar). Whether it is
physical or emotional or mental. This has
inspired me in my own practice, and as a
teacher to guide my students to find those new
spaces in themselves.
In June, yoga took me to Tuscany where
I did a retreat with the inspiring teacher,
Gabriella Guibilaro; she encouraged me to
reach those new places within myself. 
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Children's yoga
in Knysna
By Jane Treffry-Goatley

We have been teaching yoga in the townships
for a number of years and this year we have
offered our services to KILT via HERO who
is the service provider for this project. Kama
and I are now in our second year of teaching
the Grade 6s and 7s at Concordia Primary in
Knysna and are happy to say we have a space
and time during school hours. We teach in the
library and have a group of 20 students each
week. We are planning to spend a morning
there from next year so we can reach more of
the children who love the classes, and are very
good at the Sanskrit names of the asanas. They
have shown amazing progress in this last term
as we have been able to keep the classes going
every week.
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KILT – Knysna Initiative for Learning and
Teaching started by Gill Marcus. KILT’s goal
is to ensure that every child in Knysna can go
to any school and find a learning environment
able to give them a solid foundation and the
opportunity to achieve their true potential.
www.kilt.org.za
HERO – Healing Traumatised Children /
Children are being traumatised daily.
The HERO team provides professional
therapeutic intervention to assist these children
and their families towards healing and health.
www.herochildren.org.za

Cycling and
yoga – why both
are essential in
my life
By Ellen Crabtree, Iyengar yoga teacher
introductory level, Johannesburg

There is a lot written about why cyclists do
(or should do) yoga. The benefits of yoga
when combined with other sports are well
documented. Yoga is known for releasing
muscles that running, cycling, tennis, etc.
tighten. Yoga is the secondary pursuit, to aid
the primary obsession.
But when the question is posed the
other way round, it is often with unspoken
disapproval: why would a yogi cycle? For a
dedicated Iyengar practitioner, especially a
teacher, there is often an unvoiced suggestion
of divided loyalties from the yoga community.
It’s as if, faced with a choice of one or the other,
we might not choose yoga; or, at the very least,
on certain occasions when there is a conflict of
events, sometimes we don’t choose yoga.
I love cycling and I love yoga. If any
community to which I belong forced me
to make a choice, I could not, would not. I
would, however, forsake that community for
thinking such an ultimatum was either fair or
reasonable.
Out of myself, into myself
I’ve been ruminating on the respective roles
of yoga and cycling in my life, and this is the
conclusion I have reached: Cycling takes me
out of myself; yoga takes me into myself. It’s
really very simple.
Cycling is my passion. I have a social life
built around it. I spend a lot of money on it.
I can talk about cycling for hours with other
cyclists, from nutrition to training regimes
to the benefits of disc vs. rim brakes to which
chamois cream offers the best protection
against chafing. By contrast, outside of a lesson

or practice environment, I can’t remember
having discussions with friends about the best
position of the hands in sarvangasana. Yoga is
not my passion in the same way as cycling, yet
I could not live without it in my life. It keeps
me sane. And yes, it releases the kinks that
cycling induces.
Having broken both collarbone and elbow
(on the same side), I have structural problems.
My sirsasana is often slightly lopsided. Pincha
mayurasana is but a distant (and very fond)
memory, and adho mukha vrksasana, which
used to be my favourite pose, is now terrifying
(and still off-limits for a few more months). But
if I didn’t do yoga I would be so much more
debilitated by these injuries. The orthopaedic
surgeon who put the hardware in my elbow
said my recovery was quite remarkable,
and although he didn’t say it, I know the
implication was “especially at my age” (I’m 60).
When I was back on my mat and my bike, he
told me most people would still be in a sling.
I did a 7-minute sirsasana eight weeks after
surgery.
As I said previously, no one disputes the
physical value of yoga for athletes. The benefits
I’m talking about happen at a different level:
that of the mind, the intellect and arguably the
YogAfrica August 2019
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soul. Cycling is my passion because it elevates
me. It can literally make me feel elated, high.
It takes me out of myself, makes me forget
the challenges of day-to-day living and the
uncertainties of self-employment. It clears the
head. It physically releases stress. Yoga, on the
other hand, grounds me. Rather than taking
me out of myself, it brings me back to myself. It
reminds me who I am. It makes me feel solid,
substantial. It releases stress in a very different
way, at an emotional level.
Striving vs. accepting
On the bike I want to do better, every ride. If
I have an off-race and my time is worse than
the race before, I’m upset, cross with myself, in
search of explanations/excuses (“I overtrained/
the wind was strong/I was tired”). Every ride
must be better than the last. Of course it
isn’t, but that’s my aspiration, and hence I put
incessant, unreasonable pressure on myself.
In yoga, it’s completely different. Take ardha
chandrasana for example. Some days it comes
beautifully. The mind is quiet, the body is in
balance, and I could hold the pose for ages.
Other days I fall over. And that’s OK. I don’t
beat myself up if my pose today is not as
good as yesterday’s. I accept that the pose I do
today is unique, a reflection of my mental and
emotional state and my physical capacity at
that time. Tomorrow may be different. Every
pose I do is OK because what matters is that
I am in my body in this moment. I cherish
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an acceptance (which admittedly has been
a long time coming, given my competitive
nature) of each practice as a unique event that
doesn’t have to be better than the one before,
something I can’t achieve in cycling.
Cycling is competitive. And that’s great!
My competitive spirit pushes me to do
better. And friendly rivalry creates a rapport
and camaraderie with fellow cyclists. It’s a
unique sport in that it’s a team sport won by
individuals. The team must work together for
someone on the team to win the event. I’m
nowhere near that level of proficiency, but I
love the principles of competitive sport.
Yoga on the other hand is a private pursuit
practised collectively. Yes, I get frustrated
when I struggle with a pose, but I’m not
looking at the person next to me in class. I’m
looking inward. Cyclists must also draw on
inner strength, but it is always in a competitive
context, even if the competitor is only oneself.
On a race or a group ride, the interests of the
group take precedence over the individual.
They have to, partly for safety. But I love being
on my mat and being oblivious to the rest
of the class. There is very little chit-chat in a
yoga class, and I welcome the respite from
constantly having to be sociable.
Cycling helps me to be a better person. Yoga
helps me to accept the person I am. To quote
my wonderful teacher, cycling is a workout, but
yoga is a work-in. 

Workshop with
Jacqi Acres
By Vaneshran Arumugam

I was a little late in arriving at Midlands
Forest Lodge – there had been a slight
misunderstanding about where to go. I
had assumed that this morning’s special
Yoga Intensive would be taking place at the
new yoga studio that Caversham Mill had
recently transformed part of their historic
premises into. As I hurriedly parked my car
and collected my gear, helped by a gentleman
who intuitively appeared from the foliage
to show me the way, I took the opportunity
to appreciate the glorious elevated view of
the surrounds, which seemed a postcard
impression of the KZN midlands, particularly
with the support of this Saturday morning’s
weather lending every colour its brilliance.
Being the last to arrive, I entered a full
room of practitioners who begged so many
different kinds of description that I was certain
it would be impossible for any outsider to
guess, just by looking at us, that we were a yoga
class! The group was a mixture of teachers,
experienced students and novices across a
range of adult ages, backgrounds and heritages
in conspicuously South African fashion. I
was, however, unsurprised by the underrepresentation of males at this inaugural event.
Everyone else had already chosen their
places in the ample triangle of a room that
opened out onto a sprawling wooden deck
overlooking a pristine swathe of ‘mist belt’
forest, once ubiquitous in the area. I took up
my own spot in the cool space bulging with
natural light, making a mental note to find
some time to explore whatever of the forest
I could and hoping that the teacher would
see fit to take some of the class outside on to
that inviting deck. The atmosphere seemed
to perfectly fit my intentions for making the
trip up the N3 from Durban – one of care and
commitment, resounding with the vitality of

nature all around and not without a generous
hint of fun and excitement.
Not least amongst the wonderful discoveries
that my morning in the picturesque district
was allowing me, was the teacher, whose
ease of command of the space and the group
belied the fact that it was a first time for
both the group and the space. Her calm and
caring manner extended the vital atmosphere,
allowing both introspection and feeling of
respectful sharing while maintaining a sense of
collaborative, playful learning. Being a teacher
myself, appreciative of the different levels of
ability and experience in the group, I found
myself impressed with how engaged everyone
seemed throughout the three hour class.
Having been to so many different yoga classes,
and never knowing what to expect these days,
with the mushrooming frequency of classes of
every kind of subcategory from Beer yoga to
Laughing Kundalini, I must bashfully confess
that I did not expect the morning to be such a
thoroughly profound experience.
This class, however, quickly distinguished
itself from others with the opening invocation
which was matter-of-factly performed by
the gentleman who had so surreptitiously
appeared to help me with my things from
the car. With a resonant voice and authentic
pronunciation, he chanted some Sanskrit
mantras, and in the same matter-of-fact
manner, devoid of religiosity yet decidedly
spiritual, the environment seemed charged
with the sounds and the energy of our
collective attention, a perfect metaphor for the
following hours. I found the class invigorating,
and enlightening on a number of issues and
understandings. Sometimes through my
own experience and sometimes through the
gift of sharing someone else in the room’s
experience – the class comprised sequences
of asana (postures) as well as discussion and
time to reflect. I loved that the room was filled
with ten bodies of shapes that run the gamut,
all absorbed in a workshop that, to my mind,
was a very rounded expression of the Iyengar
teaching method and philosophy…attentive
to alignment and intellectually flexible. There
seemed to be something for everyone, as the
YogAfrica August 2019
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attention moved all round the room with ‘aha’
moments, humorous understandings or groans
of mutual acknowledgement of the precision
of an adjustment, and many more kinds of
experiences that left us all with broadened,
brightened faces, feeling like friends by
the end of the last sequence, ready to smile
with lengthened spines and muscles and an
improved knowledge.
And we did get to be outside, elevated to the
level of the forest canopy, to enjoy the blend of
landscaped and natural environment that the
lodge is so well appointed in. The yoga and the
weather seemed to be working in concert to
give the day a noticeable sheen, along with the
new acquaintances, and some of us were keen
to continue the conversation in a more ‘social’
manner – a feeling which, at least in my case,
was fueled by the fact that I was ravenous after
what had turned out to be a really satisfying
workout. One of my fellow participants turned
out to be a member of the staff of Midlands
Forest Lodge, sponsored by her employers to
be in her first ever yoga class (I had suspected
this, and had noted that the teacher was
brilliant at seeing that Thembi was always
safe and motivated) and she was quick to

inform me that Caversham Mill restaurant was
opened for lunch on a Saturday and I suddenly
remembered it to be the perfect place for us to
continue our day with a similar splendour.
It was…for quite a few of us that had been
in the workshop. I sat where I could see the
waterfall in the sunlight and enjoyed being
served a deliciously creamy haddock pie as
I reflected on the morning and the vastly
improved overall condition that I was about to
be driving back down the hill towards Durban
in. The ambience and friendly service went
so well with my reflections that I postponed
my drive for as long as it took me to try their
famous chocolate Nemesis cake. I noticed
that many of my new Yoga Friends had made
similar decisions, that the class had been
deeply satisfying for them too and that any
decisions we were going to make in the glow
of such a practice is likely to be in our best
interests and involve feeling really good. It was
impossible to argue against the theory with
that cake in my mouth. 
Vaneshran is an artist and pioneer
in the field of consciousness in performance.
sixfacecreatives@gmail.com

Regional Workshops
Gauteng

KwaZulu Natal

Farewell Workshop for Jenny Morris
End November ~ date TBC
@ Carla Rech’s Studio

Workshop with David Jacobs and
Jurgen Mensel
Fri 8 – Sun 10 November

Western Cape

Workshops at Midlands Forest Lodge
with Jaqui Acres
Sat 14 Sept, Sat 12 Oct, Sat 16 Nov
9.30am–12.30: Open Iyengar Yoga
Workshops (All levels)
1.30–4.30pm: Professional Development
for yoga teachers and trainees

Regional workshop with Dominique
in Cape Town. October ~ date TBC
Guruji ‘s birthday celebration workshop
with Pat in Paarl. Sat 14 December
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Tribute to Padma
27.03.1923 – 13.06.2019
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Padma & Ron at the BKS Iyengar Yoga Institute at Trelawney.
And the plaque commemorating its opening 22 September 1979.

Joyce Stuart
27.03.1923 – 13.06.2019
By STEPHANIE ALEXANDER

The In Memoriam notice published in our
Pietermaritzburg newspaper The Witness
reads in part as follows: ‘Our dear Padma,
pioneer (and “grandmother”) of Iyengar Yoga
in Southern Africa, dedicated exponent of the
Iyengar method, meticulous and inspiring
teacher, colleague and friend...’ It went on
to give the names of those in the city and
KZN Midlands whose lives were most closely
touched by her, and concluded with a favourite
line of hers from the prayer to Lord Hanuman
and Patanjali, found in Light on Pranayama,
thus: “Where there is Yoga there is prosperity,
success, freedom and bliss.”
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In preparing the notice I seemed quite
clearly to hear Padma’s voice enunciating these
words, and it was natural to add the words she
had had engraved beneath the photograph of
her beloved late husband Ron: OM TAT SAT.
Hers was a long and eventful life, from its
beginnings (as Joyce Prescott) in Liverpool,
UK, through the move to Southern Africa
with her family as a teenager, her marriage
to Ron Stuart at 18, motherhood, work in an
office, and, gradually, a developing interest in,
and ultimately a passion for Yoga. Ron, the
more introspective of the two, was the first to
delve into Hindu philosophy and was involved

in the Divine Life Society (DLS). Padma
began her practice via the postures and with
the encouragement of her first guru, Swami
Venkatesananda of the DLS, who bestowed on
her the name (=lotus) by which we all came to
know her. As she would sometimes comment,
laughing, the lotus rises up from the mud to
become the pure flower above, so that when
people called her “Padma” it acted as a nudge
in the right direction.
Padma and Ron were already teaching asana
classes in Pietermaritzburg when she first read
Light on Yoga. This ground-breaking work was
startling in its rigour and precision, and Padma
felt compelled to apply to attend classes with
Iyengar himself. There followed her first course
with him in London, and one-on-one teaching
from him in Gstaad, Switzerland and then,
a little chastened but inspired by his tough
teaching methods, a return to South Africa to
spread what she had learned. In 1967 the B.K.S.
Iyengar Yoga Institute of Southern Africa was
established with Padma as Chair – it is seldom
acknowledged that the Institute was founded
in Pietermaritzburg and that its headquarters
remained here for a number of years under
Padma’s leadership.
Because the Indian government refused
Guruji permission to travel to South Africa
at that time, courses with him were organised
in Mauritius, Malawi and Swaziland, as many
senior members of the Institute will gratefully
recall. In addition, Padma and Ron went to
India to study in Pune as often as possible,
and were given Guruji’s permission to build an
Iyengar Yoga studio – modelled exactly on the
asana floor of the Pune Institute – adjacent to
their home in the old Trelawney farmhouse. To
their great joy Guruji was finally able to visit
South Africa in 1979, and, at a gala event on
September 22, he blessed and inaugurated the
Iyengar Institute.
This building, known and loved by students,
teacher trainees and teachers from many parts
of Southern Africa for nearly 30 years, stood
as a symbol of Padma’s and Ron’s unswerving
devotion to the purity of the Iyengar teachings –
a devotion recognised and respected not only
here, but elsewhere in the world.

Since Padma left Pietermaritzburg in 2008
the Institute building has been encroached
upon by a housing development and conference
centre, and Yoga is no longer taught there. As
Padma was leaving she expressed her acceptance
of the changes, saying, “Yoga is the union
with that inner divine form that gives you the
capacity to balance your life...By the practice
of Yoga you gain the...eventual wisdom and
understanding of how life is to be lived.”
This wisdom and understanding went with
her as she moved to the KZN South Coast,
and surely helped her accept and deal with
the difficulties of great old age (deafness, loss
of sight, loss of mobility) and the cruel death
of her beloved son and best friend Geoff. She
surely was closer than most to the inner riches
referred to in the prayer mentioned in the first
paragraph, and to the freedom and bliss for
which she always strove. She died at 96, the
same age as her revered Guruji.
We cherish her memory and her uncompro
mising but always generous teaching. We shall
endeavour to follow her example.
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Hilde, Padma and Romila.

Padma Opening address at Geetaji’s 2003 Convention.

Natal Witness 2002 article.
Vaal Workshop 1996. Back row: Jenny Morris, Denise
Rundel, Norma Kannaar, Gudrun Von Wimmersperg,
Mo Marshak. Middle: Carol Selvan, Adele Adamson,
Helene Anderson. Front: Pravina Ranchod, Padma and
Jill Jonker.

Trelawney.
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Padma, Ron and students. Back row: Gwen Ashdown,
Jackie Sinek, Mo Marshak, Pieter Smoor. Middle row:
Hilde, Ron Stuart. Front row: Line Templehof, Padma,
Adele Adamson.

Group RIMYI 1981.

Padma with Sara Nigro, Romila Sivsankar, Faeq Biria,
Jennifer Thord-Gray, Mandy Crooks.

Dinner. Left: Mo Marshak, Pam Schnellbach, Padma,
Jenny Morris, Graham. Right from back: Adele
Adamson, Gudrun Von Wimmersperg , Stephanie
Alexander, Pieter Smoor.

Institute 25th Anniversary, 2004.
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Padma and the
Institute in KZN
By Kantilal Parshotam

The story of Padma (Joyce Stuart) is
intertwined with the history of the BKSIY
Institute in Pietermaritzburg and the growth of
the Southern African Institute which is in its
43rd year. Padma’s school has been the centre
where many students and aspirant teachers
practiced and trained.
My recollections: In 2007 a group of
Gauteng practioners attended the celebration
of the 25th anniversary of the centre founded
by Padma. Gudrun von Wimmersperg,
Kiren Lala, Denise Rundel, (we remember
them fondly) Michele Higginson and myself
attended the 2-day yoga celebration.
Included in the programme was a session on
yoga practice with a partner. We were paired
by gender and physique. With her strong voice
she gave precise instructions and encouraged
us to explore the asana. In the forward bend
sequence we sat opposite our partner with
our feet pressed against our partner’s feet
and our arms intertwined, we practiced
Paschimottanasana, Janu Sirsasana, Upavista
Konasana then changing arms we entered
Parivrtta Janu Sirsasana and Parivrtta Upavista
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Konasana. The sequence reflected her creativity
and knowledge of teaching yoga.
While composing this tribute I read through
the KZN-Natal reports submitted by Stephanie
Alexander to our national newsletters.
Stephanie was the Chair of the region for many
years. The reports reflect the progress of the
teaching and training conducted by Padma at
her studio and the longevity of the BKSIYI of
Southern Africa.
Padma was a devoted student of Guruji. She
began following his teachings at a time when
Guruji’s reputation was still growing. Thanks
to Padma and other Founders the Iyengar
Institute in Southern Africa is often mentioned
in glowing terms at international events and
other auspicious occasions.
The institute in PMB was founded in 1979
and the design was closely modelled on the
Institute in Pune but a dark cloud hung over
the building. The threat of a housing complex
encroached on the property where she lived
and practiced yoga for many years.
She selflessly passed on her knowledge
to her students; to the teachers she trained
including Mabel Higginson, Mandy Crooks,
and Trevor Steyn amongst others. She will
be remembered as a devoted yoga student
with a deep knowledge of the teachings of
Sri BKS Iyengar. Her teachings will also be
remembered by many students who still retain
the knowledge of yoga she shared with us.
Om Shanti.

Memories of
Padma and
Trelawney
By June Cooper

In the late seventies, a group of Johannesburg
housewives with a mutual interest in yoga set
off on what was to become their twice-yearly
visit to Trelawney in Pietermaritzburg – the
home and replica of the B.K.S. Iyengar Yoga
Institute in Pune.
The Institute in Pietermaritzburg was built
by Padma and Ron Stuart, her husband, in
the late seventies and was officially opened
and blessed by Guruji in 1979. This was a
dream come true for the couple, and for many
years, classes and courses were held there on a
regular basis.
It was with nervous excitement and much
trepidation that we made our way down to
Trelawney on that very first visit, as none of us
had been exposed to the teachings of Iyengar
before.
Padma and Ron were very welcoming
and accommodated some of us in their
large farmhouse style home with creaking
floorboards, rattling waterpipes and dodgy
electricity connections! Others were housed in
the Jan Richter hostel on the university campus
in cell-like rooms, where the ablutionary
facilities were communal and where there
was a public telephone at the end of the
passage, where one queued to call home and
check on families! Padma was an excellent
cook, and with the help of her students and
Pietermaritzburg teachers, we were well fed
and watered.
Courses at the Institute were always tough,

but we learned a lot from Padma, and were
introduced to the use and importance of
equipment and ropes, which most of us had
not encountered before. Morning classes
started early and lasted 2 to 3 hours. After
lunch we would have a talk by Ron, who would
introduce us to the philosophy of Yoga, and
Padma would encourage us to ask questions
about the morning sessions. At 4 o’clock we
would be back in the yoga room for 1.5 to 2
hours of Pranayama.
After supper Padma and Ron would
entertain us with their stories and experiences
with Guruji. It also gave us time to mix and
get to know others from around the country,
who were there, like us, to soak up and learn as
much as possible about Iyengar Yoga.
After a few years of being mentored and
trained by Padma, we were ready to present
ourselves for one of the first Introductory
assessments ever held in South Africa. It was
nerve-wrecking, and although most of us got
through, there was great drama when one of
our group was told she had not made it!
Although our visits to Trelawney were hard
work and sometimes stressful, I will always
remember them with fondness as it was not
always about the yoga classes, which was
our primary reason for being there. It was
the whole package of discipline, tolerance,
camaraderie, sharing and about so many
friendships made, which have lasted up
until today.
YogAfrica August 2019
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Tributes to Padma
We are saddened to hear about the loss of
Joyce Stuart. She was a fantastic person and
will be greatly missed by everyone who knew
her.
We have a special regard for her because
of the close bond that she shared with BKS
Iyengar.
Her work to take the teachings of BKS Iyengar
to South Africa is monumental and she will be
remembered and greatly missed by the entire
Iyengar yoga community.
We are grateful that our paths crossed in this
journey of life.
Our prayers are with you in this difficult time.

Just for interest my late mother-inlaw and Padma were good friends
and did yoga together even before
Iyengar days. I first went to Padma
in 1992.
Padma was my most influential
teacher in those days and I grew
to love and respect her for her
knowledge and teaching. Padma
played an important role for me.
I know she now is sitting
somewhere with the Guru.
Namaste and blessings
Adele Adamson

With love and affection,
Iyengar family

Dear Teachers
With great sadness we share the news that our beloved Padma passed away yesterday.
On behalf of our Yoga community around the country we send our sincere condolences to
Padma's family, and wish them all strength and courage at this sad time.
We are deeply grateful to Padma for her curiosity that compelled her to travel to the UK in
1968 to learn from Guruji on his annual visit there and to share that knowledge with other
teachers on her return to SA.
Many of you will know that Padma was instrumental in forming our very first organisation
and committee, of which she was the first chairperson. She and her husband Ron built
and opened the first Institute in 1979, in Pietermaritzburg, which was blessed by Guruji in
September of that year.
Our deep thanks to Padma for her dedication and service.
Om Shanti, May she rest in peace
With love, Central Committee
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To the attention of Mrs Carla Rech, the
Chairperson
Dear Carla, Dear Friends from South Africa,
Namaskar to all of you.
It is with a great grief in my heart that I present
all of you my deep condolences for the
departure of our esteemed teacher and friend
Joyce Stuart, beloved Padma.
She belonged to the generation of those strong
pillars on whose shoulders and efforts Iyengar
yoga was established globally. As you know she
was a very dear and old friend for me and her
integrity and purity of approach to yoga has
been always a source of inspiration to me. May
all of us pray for her blissful soul who I am sure
is resting now in the abode of the Lord of Yoga
in the company of revered Guruji and beloved
Geetaji.
She will remain forever a shining example in
Iyengar yoga.
With regards, Aum and Prem,
Faeq Biria

Top: Faeq & Padma - S.A. Silver Jubilee in
Kimberley. Above: The year Padma turned 80.

1994. 25 yrs ago. Have my notes from Monday to Saturday from 4th Oct. Memories not
so vivid, but do remember being in that 8-sided building. Will never forget Friday 8th
‘Preparation for backbends’ starting with Uttanasana on platform, toes at edge & hanging
over holding a weight!! Lowering head from platform onto 2 bolsters then lifting up on hands
feet on platform, straightening arms. I must have had nightmares that night! Gwen ? & Mo
each took a class.
Padma was a fantastic cook. We enjoyed every morsel & in return had to take turns washing
& drying dishes.
The evenings were spent sitting in the lounge listening to stories of Padma’s time with Guruji
& her husband was very much part of storytime too. There was also a large dog in the mix!
It was my first & last visit to Pietermaritzburg. We ventured into town and took photos at the
Ghandi statue.
Gwen Ashdown
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Dear Padma,
We are deeply grateful for your
total dedication to Mr. Iyengar’s
teachings of Yoga and Life and
bringing him to South Africa.
As your students, we were
extremely lucky to have been
taught by you. Your understanding
(“to stand UNDER”, as you always
explained), of the Asanas and Yoga
Sutras has influenced and inspired
so many people.
Your courses at Trelawney were
beacons of light: sitting around the
fireplace in the evenings, listening
to your stories and words of
wisdom.
Thank you Padma for having given
us so much.
It’s up to us now.
We will always honour you.
Hilde Smoor

From my very first class with Padma at
Trelawney Road I was inspired and hooked
on Iyengar Yoga. Her love and respect for
Guruji and knowledge of yoga as a whole
was imparted in every class. Her sensitivity,
wisdom and attention to detail made every
class different, interesting and thoughtprovoking. I always remember how even
though her eyesight was going, no matter
where you were in the room, if you were not
in alignment she would notice the smallest
detail. It was through Padma’s teachings and
guidance that I became a teacher myself. I
was also fortunate to have lived near Padma
when she moved to the Coast and had the
extreme privilege of private sessions. Thank
you, Padma, I cannot express enough how
grateful I am to have learned from you. Your
teachings continue to inspire and guide me
along my own yogic path and I will forever
remain your student. Namaste great teacher.
Rest in peace.
Lesley Moore

I feel very fortunate to have had Padma as my teacher. We felt her direct link to our Guru and
the conviction that came from that.
Those that visited the BKS Iyengar Institute in Trelawney Road, Pietermaritzburg will
remember the wonderful atmosphere there that would be hard to find anywhere else. It was
a combination of being in Padma’s beautiful garden at her and Ron’s home, of walking into
the room for a class after Padma had finished her morning practice and the fact that BKS
Iyengar himself had been there and inaugurated the Institute when he visited in 1979. It was
an honor to learn from Padma and practice there.
There are a number of things that come to mind when I think of Padma. My favorite
Padma-ism: Adapt, adjust and accommodate – useful in both our Yoga asana and our
everyday lives.
The other thing I will always remember at the end of each class how she would say “Thank
you good people” …. making us feel that we were.
Mandy Crooks
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In 1969 as a young
enthusiastic student
of yoga I found that
there was an Iyengar
teacher teaching at the
St John’s Ambulance
Hall in Pietermaritzburg.
This is where I first met
Joyce Stuart, who even
in those days, was called
Padma. It was not long
before Padma started
teaching from home, in
this magnificent great old
rambling house called
Padma, Jenny, Sean & Sue with Guruji taken in Johannesburg
‘Trelawney’. Ron and
1979 September.
Padma were the perfect
custodians of Trelawney, it was an open house, the lounge was enormous, one would find a
Great Dane half sitting on a bed, there were numerous large bedrooms and all had several
beds, the house was surrounded by a rambling garden with interesting flora that invited a
great variety of birds.
Padma embraced life to the full, besides her regular practice of asana and pranayama a
daily swim was on the records, she was an accomplished cook and meals were a great
heartwarming occasion. In true Padma tradition a rest was required after lunch, a time to put
one’s feet up and read what the world had to offer. Prior to the evening meal, a glass of cold
beer, the day was completed by one single chocolate.
Padma’s dedication to BKS Iyengar brought yoga students from all parts of Africa but also
from abroad. Her depth of knowledge was generously shared with all those who were on
the path. Ron and Padma organised a trip to India with Bobby Naidoo “Travel with Love”
in 1981. For all participants to be taught by Guruji at the Ramamani Iyengar Memorial Yoga
Institute which was a deeply enriching experience, in addition we were blessed to have
Guruji accompany us on the trip to the Ajanta and Elora caves.
To many of us Padma’s standard phrase when asked how she was, she always replied: “I am
always well”. To Padma who enjoyed all aspects of life, we bid you farewell, God bless and
Rest in Peace.
With love,
Jenny Morris
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If my memory serves me well, I met Padma in 2006 at a Yoga workshop that she was giving
at her wonderful studio in Pietermaritzburg. There was an advert in a small column in the
newspaper (which I never usually read) but on this occasion I happened to pick up one of my
Dad's papers and there the word YOGA jumped out at me. I called the number and booked
for Matt (my husband) and I to attend. We had just moved back from the UK where I had
been studying yoga through books and had attended a few classes, but was still searching
for the right type of Yoga and had recently researched and found that Iyengar Yoga was what
resonated for me. Off we went to this Iyengar Yoga day which was literally a life changing
day where we had the most wonderful Yoga session given by Padma. Afterwards Matt and
I had the honour of having a tour of dear Padma’s house of travels, by her herself where
she shared in stories of her travels and her history of Yoga which totally inspired us. She
had such kind and wise eyes which I will never forget. It was here that she gave me my first
Iyengar Yoga book and wished me well on my Yoga journey. Padma introduced me to the
wonderful Mabel Higginson, who was to be my teacher going forward. Thanks to these two
wonderful woman as well as the other wonderful teachers who came after Padma and Mabel,
sharing in their knowledge, I am now an IJ1 Teacher and will forever continue on in this Yoga
journey. It just shows how the Iyengar Yoga community is such a strong and caring one, and
how one kind gesture can change someones life forever. So much love and gratitude to you
dear Padma.
Kaz Wilson

During the Apartheid years anyone holding a British Passport could not travel to India nor
could Guruji travel to South Africa to take courses. As a result the first course on African soil
was held at Piggs Peak in 1972. This was where I first met Padma.
Padma had lived in what was then Rhodesia when she came out from England with her
parents. She stayed there for about 4 years before moving to South Africa, and during that
time developed a great love for this beautiful country. She travelled to Pune every year and
each time she returned, would make a trip up to Rhodesia to hold a course and pass on to
us all the knowledge she had gained. We had many courses all over the country – Bulawayo,
Harare, Inyanga, Penhalonga, Trout Beck. Her first course was held in Bulawayo in 1974 and
this continued almost every year until 2005, which was the last time she came up here. When
she could not come up to us, Paddy Genner and I would travel down to Pietermaritzburg to
attend classes at the Institute. We would stay at the Jan Richter Hostel or with Padma and
Ron and enjoy their wonderful hospitality.
She was the Mother of Iyengar Yoga in Southern Africa, especially in Zimbabwe.
Thank you Padma.
May she rest in Peace
Om Shanti
Jenny Geddes
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Joyce Stuart (Padma) - What can I say about her?
She was my teacher for many years and I was very fortunate to be taught by her. The person
who brought Iyengar Yoga to South Africa and someone who shared a close bond with
Guruji.
I met Padma sometime in the 1980s – when she used to give workshops at Trelawny where
the Institute was. This Institute was opened by the Guru in 1979 and was a very special
space. Padma used also to have a few of us to stay in her home. I found her to be a very
private person and she spent a lot of time on her own during these get-togethers, making
sure she gave us a great and thorough understanding of yoga.
When eventually my husband retired back to Natal in the 1990’s, I was able to go to Padma
for weekly classes. Even though I lived nearly 100 kms away, I would seldom miss a class.
I also had two visits to India when Padma was there and an amazing seminar in London at
Crystal Palace when the Guru had 1000 delegates in his class - what an experience!  All sorts
of people, all sorts of languages and he controlled the lot! June Cooper and Carole Selvan
attended as well, and when June’s cousin came to collect us at the end of the seminar, she
was absolutely amazed at the control Guruji had over all of us!
Once in India, we were doing Utthita Parsvakonasana. Padma, being a senior teacher, was
assisting the Guru, and she moved my position somehow. Then the Guru asked me if it was
right I said: ”I think so” – well we had half an hour’s lecture on “I think so”; it should be you
know or you don’t know! I never let on that Padma had corrected me – then again, maybe
the Guru knew!
I did see Padma several times towards the end of her life. She couldn’t hear very well,
couldn’t see very well but somehow she knew I was there with her.
I feel very honoured to have been part of her life and will always miss her presence.
Thank you Thank you, Padma.
Mabel Higginson

Padma was indeed one of the most important people I ever had the privilege to know and
as happens sometimes in the course of ones life her presence was seminal and shaped the
whole course and direction my life took.
She was an extraordinary teacher and the things she shared still form the strong basis of my
teaching and practice. I still hear her voice and words always spoken with utmost conviction
and clarity.
I know that her strong spirit will continue.
All best and love,
Mo
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I had always heard so much about Padma when I was young as she was my Mum’s teacher.
I just had this awareness of this enormous Light that she was.
Then I travelled from Johannesburg to Pietermaritzburg to a course in 2004. I had been
lucky enough to go to Pune in 2003 and was fascinated at the parallels between being in the
Institute in Pune and then in Pietermaritzburg. I loved the course.
And I loved the amazing force that was Padma.
My next experience of the lady (and a lady she was) was at Goudini when Faeq taught at a
retreat. I was overwhelmed at Faeq’s indepth and sincere tribute to Padma – he clearly loved
her. He told us all that in Yogic tradition, when one turns 80, that person has witnessed 1000
full moons, and that it is tradition to prostrate at their feet - which Faeq proceeded to do in
front of us all. I will never ever forget this moment of utter respect, reverence and love in a
yoga class setting.
I only really got to know Padma much later on once she had retired to the south coast. I got
to visit her at her beautiful retirement home. She embodied and embodies all I have learnt
about what it is to be a True Yogini. Absolutely detached, calm, serene and courteous, she
was. She wanted no attention at all and mostly did not even wish to talk. She was entirely
inward and seemed just to enjoy her visitors’ company. She was and is the epitomy of
equanimity.
She told me her motto was to : Adapt Adjust and Accommodate. At first I thought not
much of it. And then as I have tried to incorporate these values into my everyday life,
my understanding has deepened. And truly I believe this wonderful soul lived by these
words always.
It was my absolute honour to have been in her Light for a while.
With Gratitude, Om Shanti
Michele Higginson

HARI AUM
I am very grateful for all your teachings and guidance in yoga. Also, for sharing your wisdom
and knowledge so willingly with me.
I will always remember your quote from Swami Sivananda –
“ADAPT, ADJUST AND ACCOMMODATE”.
Thank you for being my ‘Light’ on my yoga journey.
Aum Shanti, Shanti, Shanti.
Love Romila I Sivsankar
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I was introduced to Padma and Ron’s beautiful yoga studio and teachings when I was 12 yrs
old. Little did I know then, that this would spark the beginning of a life-long love affair with
Iyengar Yoga, and my commitment to the guru-shikshya parampara of the Iyengar lineage.
It was when I had started reading Guruji’s ‘Light on Yoga’ a few years later, that I realized the
blessing I had been gifted with, in receiving teachings from Padma.
Padma was an elegant woman whose presence evoked respect and made you sit a little
taller.
I remember her as being a firm and precise teacher and her classes being varied and
interesting. On the days that her husband Ron took a class, I remember watching her
through the window of the studio as she gracefully swam laps in her pool.
I was still very young and being quite flexible at that age, I absolutely loved hanging upside
down on the ceiling ropes.
Today, I am still gleefully joyous when practicing kurunta.
Padmaji, I will forever be grateful that with Guruji’s grace, you appeared in my life and set
a foundation for a journey which has been a road map of healing, growing and continued
learning.
May your soul find eternal peace
...still mind open heart...
Nalini Hannooman

With asana and pranayama, Padma gave me the most effective tools that I have to regulate
my emotional state and energy levels.
With her unwavering discipline and intensity of practice, she taught me how to keep my ego
in check.
She gave knowledge freely and with a deep passion that gave me the chance to incorporate
these learnings into my daily life.
Padma did more to shift the course of my life than anyone did and I hope to make her
proud.
Trevor Steyn
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MONTHLY SATurday morning
pranayama
with Ina Gerber
4 Pastorie Park, Reitz Street, Somerset Wes
9.30am to 11.30am
For further information:
083 303 5477
yogastudio.co.za
ina@yogastudio.co.za

Equipment made to order:
 Set of 4 foam covers
Strap with square buckle 2.4m
Firm Rectangle Bolsters (cotton filling)
Soft Round bolsters (cotton filling)
Sand bag 3 kg
Long breathing pillow

Small back bender R400
Yoga props made to order.
Contact Marianne at yoganannie@gmail.com

Please contact Monica Tweehuysen
monicatweehuysen@gmail.com
082 425 0858
www.yogasupplies.co.za
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Iyengar Yoga Benches
Yoga props made to order
Hand made and sealed.
Contact Theresa: 082 465 7741

Lightweight large blocks
R80 per block (R160 for a pair)
12 × 23 × 7.5 cm
Blocks are wider and taller than the
normal blocks and are very light.
Contact Paula Viljoen at
heypesto@telkomsa.net
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Meranti: R1200
Pine: R1000
Contact: Uri Rubin on 072 787 5450
web: lotusdesigns.live

Now only R50!

Did you know that we
have a Facebook page?

www.facebook.com/BKSIyengarZA
or just search for
BKS Iyengar Institute of Southern Africa
Join our online community for:

videos + events + info + inspiration

Now that’s something
worth “liking”!
See you online…

To mark our 40th anniversary, we put
together a photographic record of our
history, gathered from the personal
memories of our own community.
Contact: Kim Frankel
Email: frankels1@mweb.co.za
Tel: +27(0)21 789 2075
Mobile: +27(0)84 605 3610
www.bksiyengar.co.za
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“Yoga is a
powerful tool for
liberating ourselves
from unwanted
ingrained patterns.”
– guruji B.K.S. Iyengar

+27 (0)21 761 4658
info@bksiyengar.co.za
BKSIyengarZA

www.bksiyengar.co.za
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